
Notes from “Mastering the VC game” by Jeffrey 
Bussgang
(late May 2014)

Chapter 1: the Entrepreneurial Itch: Change the World

Venture capital - financial capital provided to early-stage, high-potential, growth start 
up companies
the VC fund earns money by owning equity in the company it invests in (which are 
typically in biotech, IT and software -- why? because these are the industries that need 
time and big $$ to get going)

typically, VC funding happens AFTER first seed funding (aka. Series A) -- seed funding 
can include funds from friends and family, angel funding and crowdsourcing

Angellist - online platform connecting start-ups with angel capital

VC is attractive to new companies with limited operating history that are too small to 
raise capital in public markets & have not reached the point where they can secure a 
bank loan. 
The return on risk for the VCs investment is equity (control) over company decisions. 

“portfolio” company means that VC has invested in this firm.
famous VC: John Doerr - who helped launch Netscape, Google and Amazon

Author of book - Jeff Bussgang - works for Flybridge Capital Partners 

CASE STUDIES:

(1) Sitris - created a “scientific advisory board” which means you’re bringing in experts 
and leaders with excellent networks (makes you look successful before you’ve even 
started!)

 - were so convinced their product was the best that were performing clinical trials 
(injections) on himself and senior staff
(2) Twitter - founder, Jack Dorsey; key turning points: South by Southwest Festival - 

where they set up a huge plasma screen, got the right people tweeting into the feed - 
this is when it really took off.

(3) LinkedIn - founder, Reid Hoffman (after leaving PayPal); does it on a shoe-string 
budget for a while so has something tangible to show to investors (had 1st round 
financing by Sequoia Capital - one of the most famous VC firms in USA)

The VC world in the US:
(1) Silicon valley (86 billion invested per year)
(2) Boston
(3) New York



7000 professionals of which 1000 actually call the shots - they’ve all graduated Harvard, 
Stanford and MIT etc. 
Description of VC firm:

- based on old adage ‘many heads better than one’
- very horizontal structure - can’t easily tell who, if anyone, is in charge

Firm structure:
(1) “general partners”
- they decide which start-ups to invest in and they are the ones who sit on the boards of 

the funded companies
- often are also owners of the VC firm
(2) “principles” 
- are the general partners in training
- thus are very eager to prove themselves
- provide support and do the homework for the big guys (due diligence)
(3) “associates”
- support the above 2 groups
- have no decision making power themselves

+ (occasionally) there will be an EIR (Entrepreneur in Residence) - like a contractor that 
comes on for specific projects

- more about EIR: typically have 3 areas of focus
- identifying new investment opportunities
- helping portfolio companies
- ultimately launching or joining new investment (their ‘exit’)

- in order to be perceived as valuable by the VC firm - bring them an investment they 
wouldn’t otherwise have made ! 

AND of course we have the 
(4) “limited partners”  - from whom actual investment capital comes from - the source 

of the VP firm’s money
- once a year the partners dash around country (or world) to update LPs on status and 

ask to invest again
- various types including:

- endowments (ex. universities)
- public pension funds
- corporate pension funds
- sovereign health funds (ex. govn’t of Singapore investment arm)
- wealthy families

There are 2 general types of VCists
(1) former entrepreneurs 
(2) those that have worked their way up through VC firms 



from text, advice given to VC:  “remember, you don’t run these companies, you invest in great 
people who run the companies. (...) you have to invest in people who are better than you, and work for 
them. the entrepreneur is your boss and your customer combined.”

Chapter 2: Inside the VC club: the one thousand deciders

VC firms have to choose between 
(1) funding in early-stages (high risk; fund size and fee income is smaller; opportunity 

for 10x return)
(2) funding in later-stages (lower risk, fees fatter, lower ROI)

it is also typical for a VC firm to focus on a particular industry and funding stages (series 
A, B or other)

How the VC firm makes money

VC firms charge management fees - partners draw salaries from these
AND there is the ‘carried interest’ - that is to say, % of profits (20-25% range) that VC 
earns if fund performs well

VC business model:
- raise a fund
- get paid 2-2,5% annually in fees to manage fund, cover salaries and expenses and 

make investments
- when returns are generated (because the portfolio company sold successfully or had 

IPO) THEN the VC funds typically get their carried interest in capital gains

Examples:

example 1:
fund: 150$ million
3 general partners
2% annual fees (= 3 million annually --> )
20% in carried interest

the 3 million annually from fees is used for:
- rent, support staff, associates, travel etc.
- the 3 partners each get 400-500K each

Scenario 1: IF fund returns 2x the capital (aka. 300$ million) over 10-year life (a 
normal duration in VC world) then the $150 is considered capital gains - and VCs get 
20% of that amount (= 30$ million in ‘carry’, to be divided up btw the partners 
according to who has how much of carried interested)
- note: only partners get ‘carry’; sometimes junior partners might get 1-2%



Scenario 2: IF fund does NOT generate any capital gains than VCs get nothing beyond 
salaries paid out of annual fees

why 10 years normal life span in VC world? - because companies being invested in 
usually don’t achieve liquidity until 5-7 years in

note: VC funds are treated as seperate economic activities - once VCs have finished 
investing in particular fund - it’s back to the LPs for more cash!

a BIG choice in VC firms - how to divide compensation among partnership (can be 
equal say, equal pay or can get more hierarchical)

Chapter 3: the Pitch: being the 1 in 300

metaphor: it’s like shopping for a car - finding the right VC firm to work with

Considerations: (are they...)
- local or global
- early or late stage experts
- industry specialists
- firms with small or large funds

this means you’ll need to learn the operating and investing background of the firms; 
learn where it’s at in its investment cycle (did they just raise a fund and have plenty of 
fresh capital to work with? or are they in the middle of raising a new fund and partners 
are busy pitching to the LPs?)
they might just be cleared out, aka ‘sold out’

other considerations:
- if VC firm has had poor fund performance they are going to be more risk averse and 

will want to play safe and invest in later-stage projects OR if it has been a great year 
they are willing to take more risks

you’ve got to make the personal connections - wont get anywhere with cold calls and 
emails

also, think: which partner from firm do you want on the board? are they already at their 
limit? (it’s typical for 1 partner to be on 5-10 boards at one time, but not more)

the Management team - most important aspect of start-up 
- ideas are easy to find; getting an incredible team to execute is GOLD
- ask yourself: what is your ‘unfair’ advantage - aka. what is your trick or secret that 

makes you amazing?

Role of the VC



(1) to provide access to right contacts and executives
(2) financing after the first round
- not just more more cheques
- serve as coach during due diligence and negotiating processes
- decision to make (“inside round” or “outside round” in follow up financing)

during the pitch: both VC and entrepreneur are learning about each other. VC is 
watching to see if entrepreneur is:
- smart
- prompt
- organized
- transparent

CONTRACT - THE “TERM SHEET”

so, you’ve gotten lucky and the VC firm actually wants to work with you.
now, we’re getting into the main contract called the “term sheet”

term sheet = essentially, a preliminary non binding document btw entrepreneur and VC

“pulling the term sheet” - means backing out of deal (probably because terms were not 
clearly defined)

Most VCs issue a term sheet to entrepreneurs when final decision made - although there 
may still be legal ‘due diligence’ to follow up on (such as checking incorporation papers, 
company charter, verifying IP etc.)

once the term sheet issued - financing closes and money is wired within 30-45 days 
from signing

some terms sheets are short with few provisions; some are complicated. The entrepreneur 
eeds a good lawyer with experience in negotiating with VC transactions

the ESSENCE of the term sheet - the 2 main issues are
(1) economics
(2) control

(1) ECONOMICS (of the contract)
- not just the ‘price’ 
- price discussion centres around pre-money

valuation - what is company worth prior to VC investment (aka. the “pre”) - it is an art 
to calculate this because it’s not like most business valuations - it’s set in back-and-
forth negotiations based on 
(1) amount of capital entrepreneur wants to raise
(2) the VCs target ownership (often 20-30%)



(3) how competitive the deal is

pre-money valuations - can really range (from 2-3 million up to 80 million) in general 
however they are under 10 million
Ultimately: the VC has to be convinced that he can make 5-10 times his money in 3-5 
years time

And there is also “post-money” - this defines price

Example:

Scenario 1: 
pre-money valuation: 6$ million
raises 4$ million
= post-money is 10$ million
therefore: investors own 40% and management team (founders) own 60%

... then there is another aspect - the stock-option pool : Definition of 'Option Pool'

Shares of stock reserved for employees of a private company. The option pool is a way of attracting 
talented employees to a startup company - if the employees help the company do well enough to go 
public, they will be compensated with stock. Employees who get into the startup early will usually receive 
a greater percentage of the option pool than employees who arrive later.

(using examples with stock option pools)

Scenario 1: 
a “6 on 7” deal with 20% option pool 
- THIS MEANS: VC invests 6$ million at a 7$ million pre-money valuation to own 

46% of company (6 / (6+7)) 
- founders own 34%
- remaining 20% is the stock option pool

Scenario 2:
a “6 on 9” deal with 30% option pool, meaning
- 6$ million invested  on a 9$ million pre-money valuation to own 40% of company 

(6 / (6+9)) 
- since 30% goes to option pool ... founders own remainging 30% of company

Comparing Scenario 1 and 2:
and include concept of the ‘promote’ (founding team’s ownership % x post-money 
valuation)



Scenario 1 Scenario 2

34% ownership x 13$ million* = 

(0,34 x 13) = 4,4$ million

*(post-money valuation)

30% ownership x 15$ million = 

(0,30 x 15) = 4,5$ million

now looking at it, the 2 offers appear very similar

Another factor: the “liquidation preference”

definition: how proceeds from liquidity event are divided (who gets preference over 
whom)
- there are 2 parts to the formula
(1) preference calculation
(2) participation

(1) preference calculation - straight forward : those with invested capital get preference
(2) participation - entrepreneur needs to pay attention to this: preferred stock 

participation governs what happens to the remaining proceeds (there are 3 levels: 
fully participatory, “capped” (in btw) participation and non-participation) - 
basically this means that preferred shareholders will share in liquidation proceeds

Further strategies:
the “your price, my terms” game - where VC agrees to an entrepreneurs pre-money 
demands but laods up on option pool and liquidation preference to favour himself

FACTOR 2 IN THE CONTRACT: CONTROL

basically: division of power on the board.

a typical split:
- 2 seats for the 2 VC investors
- 1 seat for CEO (who may, or may not, be the founder of company)
- 1 seat for ‘common shareholders” (aka. the founders)
- 1 independant seat (for industry expert and/or a CEO in a related field)

In this scenario - do the VCs ‘control’ the board ?

1. depends if the independent seat is unilaterly selected by VCs (because they they have 2 
seats and get to choose the 3rd and therefore will control board)

OR
2. if independent seat has to be mutually agreed upon between VCs and entrepreneur 

than VC will only control board if the indep. seat or the CEO sides with them. 



in practice: CEO will side with the VC if they are their only source of funding; and 
generally the VCs do end up controlling the board

2nd control element put in by the VCs:

“protective provisions”
- provisions that require approval from VCs, not just the board, to make certain key 

decisions
- the list is long but in short: you won’t make any key decisions (buy other companies, 

sell your company, make major investment etc.) without the VCs approval

3rd control element: combination of “voting threshhold and drag-along rights”

definition of voting threshhold: - more than a majority vote is needed (aka. the preferred 
stock vote) for major actions

definition of drag-along rights: Definition of 'Drag-Along Rights' : A right that enables 
a majority shareholder to force a minority shareholder to join in the sale of a company. 
The majority owner doing the dragging must give the minority shareholder the same 
price, terms, and conditions as any other seller. 

Does it sound a bit Machiavellian (scheming) ?? 
- really, if all goes well than control oriented term sheet provisions never come into play 

and it stays all about the discussion, debate and aligned decisions
- BUT when things go poorly the VCs call the shots (very rarely does entrepreneur retain 

full control) - which can be tough to deal with since entrepreneurs have emotional 
attachment and only see negative sides of VC control).

ADvice: find a great lawyer who can explain all the bits and pieces of the term sheet to 
you - yes there are other aspects but ECONOMICS and CONTROL remain the most 
important to understand

Question: How much money should a start-up raise ??

strategy: 

MORE money means more runway and room for mistakes BUT at cost of additional 
dilution. AND the investors are in it at a higher price AND there is more pressure to 
generate huge returns for the VCs.

LESS money (in a capital-efficient fashion) reduces dilution and increases exit options.

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/majorityshareholder.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/majorityshareholder.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/shareholder.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/shareholder.asp


Examples:

Scenario 1: 
company raises 5$ million on a 10$ million pre for 15$ million post-money
at 5x at sale value to make VCs happy means you’re selling for anything above 75$ 
million. 

VS. 

Scenario 2: 
same company raises 15$ million on that same 10$ million pre for a 25$ million post-
money valuation. at 5x sale value you are looking to sell for nothing less than 125$ 
million

another consideration: - form an investment syndicate (aka. get investment from 
multiple firms?

Scenario 1 - 2 firms as investors Scenario 2 - just 1 firm investing

- 2x the value-add (recruiting, strategy 
and business development)

- deeper pockets for future financing 
rounds

- balances out the board 

- streamlined (only 1 decision maker)
- simpler
- less dilution of entrepreneurs capital 

(since multiple firms, together, will take 
more % of company ownership)

Chapter 5: As the start-up turns: every company is a soap opera

There are typically 3 phases to the start-up process:
(1) jungle
(2) dirt road
(3) highway

(1) JUNGLE: hack at foliage & dive in with reckless abandon. Everything all over the 
place, mad improv.

 success metric: is PR and positive ‘buzz’ around the idea
(2) DIRT ROAD: goal becomes to increase your momentum along the path; not nearly 

as chaotic; now things are getting done and are clearer
 success metric: revenue growth
(3) HIGHWAY: suddenly, company is no longer entrepreneurial; you’re moving fast and 

praying you don’t crash; sailing right to IPO and beyond
 success metric: cash flow figures

The Board of Directors



Boards of start-ups are NOT bound by Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (USA act to protect 
investors by improving accuracy & reliability of corporate disclosures setting new/enhanced standards for 
all U.S. public corporation boards, management and public accounting firms)

this means that there are LESS high-priced lawyers & accountants breathing down the 
Board’s necks

the Board has formal and informal duties
their primary mission is to increase the value of equity on behalf of shareholders

they are bound by 2 factors:
(1) duty of care - (be informed, diligent and prudent)
(2) duty of loyalty - (serve interests of company & shareholders)

Board does have capacity to hire or fire CEO and approve major transactions (buying 
another company, selling, new financing etc.)

- sounds simple, but it isn’t - primarily because there are competing interests within 
Board members

note: if member selected by entrepreneur they will usually have loyalty to him/her
note2: the VC on the board has duty of loyalty to the company BUT also has fiduciary 
duty to own investors
important to trust and be open about everyone’s motivations.

The 3 VC Director Archetypes (with allusion to original American Idol judges)

(1) The “Domain Expert”: (like Randy Jackson)
- knows the industry inside and out and has tons of contacts and experiences because of 

this
- typically doesn’t focus on strategy but rather picks out 1 or 2 small things to talk 

about
- the start-up will experience feedback that seems repetitive - the “Domain Expert” will 

have formulaic solutions that go something like “here’s how it’s done in the industry” 
- making it harder to think outside the box

(2) the “Cheerleader”: (like Paula Abdul)
- always there to encourage
- it’s nice to get positive feedback - but without more substance it can mean that this 

type of VC will lose credibility and effectiveness

(3) the “Truth Teller”: (like Simon Cowell)
- tells it like it is
- this VC can give harsh feedback that is tough to hera
- but when a compliment ever does come, you know it’s genuine



Given the choice, go for the “Truth Teller” - develop a thick skin and say it (and take it) 
as it really is

There are also 3 classic story lines that start-ups can take:

(1) Classic Plot 1: the “fall from Grace”
(2) Classic Plot 2: the “High Noon Shout-Out”
(3) Classic Plot 3: the “VC Mutiny”

(1) Plot 1: the “fall from Grace” 
- at start the CEO is seen as visionary, enlightened, can do no wrong, everyone loves 

him
- then the CEO fails to make good on promises, the Board gets worried and attempts to 

put higher controls
- CEO feeling under fire, suspects Board for hidden agenda
- in a panic, CEO fires the VP of Sales and VP of engineering
- the CEO and Board not communicating; organization becomes dysfunctional
- finally, CEO is fired, a replacement is hard to find quickly and easily and company is 

sold prematurely without realizing its full potential

note: drama hightened when investors themselves have different levels of confidence in 
management team

STORY: of Dave Balter, CEO of BzzAgent; and how he averted a fall from grace. Moral of story, he 
was able to adapt, keep his ego in check and recognize when he was out of his league (letting better execs 
and VCs take the reins). He learned to open up and ask the directors for help establishing the right trusting 
relationship between VC and entrepreneur

(2) Plot 2: the “High Noon Shout-Out”
- start: part of original VC deal is that company will be run by professional CEO and 

founder will stay on as key member of management team
- founder agrees, because needs funding, but relationship between founder and Board-

approved CEO is terrible from the start
- founder questions CEO’s every decision; the 2 can’t agree on strategy, org structure, 

client management or HR decisions
- founder thinks that CEO is out to wreck company and steal the ‘soul’
- CEO thinks company can never grow with founder on the scene
- Board doesn’t know what to do although they recognize problem: do you fire CEO? 

force the founder out? bring in another executive from outside to mediate?
- after much agonizing, Board decides that founder has to go and gives CEO full 

authority over company
- 6 months later, the CEO abruptly quits.
- why ? he had lost faith in the Board and the mutual trust that existed has eroded

(3) Plot 3: “VC Mutiny”



- 1 or 2 VC on Board become irritated when company fails to achieve its performance 
goals

- after being disappointed 3 quarters in a row they announce they are abandoning the 
investment and leave the board

- this forces other VCs to scramble to find new investors for future rounds of financing 
- management team has a mild freak-out

- just before mutinous VCs walk out the door - business picks up
- the company exceeds its growth and profit targets for the quarter and mutineers 

change their mind
- now they are in and become much more active in decision making than before
- management team confused and disturbed and become resentful thinking the Board 

and VC firm are unstable and temperamental
- 2 key execs from firm think company is doomed because board and relationship with 

management is dysfunctional; they leave and get recruited to more promising start-ups
- without these execs, business drops again
- the VCs resurrect their mutiny, write off the investment, and also move on to other, 

more promising start-ups

BEING HONEST WITH YOURSELF

the 80/20 rule - do you feel like you’re in control of the company 80% of the time and 
sitting in office wondering what to do 20% of the time? or is it the reverse?
It’s the 20% stretch that makes work fun and exciting
... but if you are on the wrong side of 80/20 don’t hide it. admit it and talk openly with 
board and management

AND ASK FOR HELP
not an easy thing for the visionary entrepreneur who is used to doing things on her own 
and being stubborn and passionate

Manage the Board before it manages you

Lessons from Gail Goodman ,CEO of Constant Contact:
- keep the board up to date on business, the good and the bad
- every little info is important; and very small milestones and simple metrics will 

demonstrate success
- be unbelievably clear on what is and what is not working and ask for advice and listen 

to the good bits
- don’t worry if board has a zillion ideas - be open and honest with each board member 

and clear on which ideas you are pursuing and which you are not
- “no secrets. no surprises” - in a board meeting there should never be new stuff coming 

out - call them up beforehand and let them know what is happening and ask for help. 
then when you show up to the meeting no one says “what are we talking about”

- don’t sugarcoat anything; the board knows and if you glaze over the weaknesses it will 
only erode their confidence



- early on its important to establish the right communication: a CEO can spend 15-20% 
of their time managing the board in the early stages - seeking advice, preparing for 
meetings, following up on action items. It’s important.

The Longest Running Shows are Ensembles

- remember that successful start-ups operate like good ensembles. Attitude being “we’re 
in this together and we make eachother look good”. 
- the relationship between VC and entrepreneur is very unique: VCs need to feel like 

they are there to make entrepreneurs successful. in a way, VC is a service business. the 
entrepreneur is your client. but it’s weird because the entrepreneur isn’t exactly paying 
you, even though they really are paying you. But they can’t fire you. In fact, you can 
fire them. 

Chapter 6: Jackpot: Routes to Cashing Out

Now, we talk about the ending. 

from VC stand point its simple: you invest your limited partners money and expect to 
get good return after number of years. however, investing in a start-up company is fairly 
unique: (1) it’s incredibly illiquid. but at some point, the VC does need to leave.

for entrepreneur, the exit is emotional rollercoaster. they are selling their baby. may sell 
big or miss their opportunity to cash out.

VCs typically get their investment capital back by selling their shares in one of two ways:
(1) through IPO
(2) selling company to another entity (usually another company; but it could be to 

another group of investors, for cash or stock)

- about IPO : much less common cash-out method for a venture capitalist than you’d 
think. Stat: each year 1000-1500 companies receive VC funding ONLY 2-3% achieve 
IPO. why? requirements to go public are very burdnsome 
(1) must have predictable revenue (usually 50$million in annual sales and up)
(2) rising profits
(3) mature systems and processes that allow for compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley and 

other legislation

- venture-backed start-ups that go public are typically 10 years old; very rarely is there 
any kind of ‘overnight’ success

- the IPO is not really what entrepreneur expects - it doesn’t mean immediate exit and 
liquidity but rather new challenges and stresses. public company shareholders can be 
even tougher to deal with than toughest VC. AND there are onerous restrictions on 
selling your shares as company insider and leader

- when you’re public everyone is listening and knows your every move



Exit considerations, who, what, when and how

(putting IPO scenario aside for now)...

instead let’s focus on the jackpot: selling your company to another company.

thinking about exit from the very start is important. ask “if we build this, who would 
want to buy it?” - start networking with these buyers early on 
- also, ask your VC partners what their expectations are for the exit. - are they looking 

for 5x return or 10x ? would they sell at 100$ million or 1$ billion? - the dialogue 
needs to continue throughout the process

WHEN - one of hardest questions

personal considerations for entrepreneur:
(1) still love running the business? couldn’t imagine doing anything else with your life?
still feel like you have something to prove or are you tired and worn out?
(2) do you still believe passionately in business’s potential?
(3) how much is the offer compared to 1 or 2 years in future?
(4) does the business require more capital? if yes, can it be easily raised?
(5) do people around you (management team, VCs, family etc.) want you to sell or stay?

Bumpy road to an IPO - a rarity, but worth discussing

case study about Gail from Constant Contact.  - in her case the IPO wasnt so much an 
exit as a turning point - the best entrepreneurs view it as nothing more than a financing 
event (albeit a public one) and keep pursuing the upside that is still ahead of them.

Another difference between entrepreneurs and VCs - perception of time
- VCs see time as your friend; they defer decisions and wait for more information
- for entrepreneurs time is your enemy: they have huge sense of urgency (to get ahead of 

competition; deliver to clients etc.”)

Special case: had IPO and then sold - Christoph Westphal (company: Sirtris) - pursued 
a 2-step exit path. First, he took his company public and then sold to GSK for $720 
million a year after IPO. He was smart and courted company’s acquirers through its 
history. 

getting IPO done is a long process (2 years, for ex.)

Advice: exit only if you are DONE
if it’s still exciting to you and there is still lots to be done with the company, stay with 
it !

Chapter 7: the Venture-backed start up: America’s greatest export



last few decades: venture capital industry has worked to accelerate entrepreneurship and, 
as much as possible, improve odds for success. 

its possible anywhere in the world and its happening

examples from abroad:

China
in China and India venture capital has exploded. many of the major players were trained 
in US. and increasing number of firms abroad are partially owned or sponsored by 
American VCs. 

a distinction: in China the VC investments there tend to be inwardly focused - pursuing 
opportunities within the domestic market. Indian VC investments are more global. 

particular circumstances: GDP in China in early 21st century growing at 10% annually 
meaning that even traditional industries (hotel for ex.) provided large, fast-growing 
investment opportunities

story on Vietnam 

and hearing from Irena Goldenberg workin in VC in Europe

hearing from Terry McGuire, chairman of NVCA (national Venture Capital Association) 
and co-founder of Polaris Venture Partners

plus many sources at end of book for more information and resources


